Standard Stage Package

The following list of equipment comes standard with any stage reservation. Any additional equipment can be reserved through Patron Portal. If you have any questions, please reach through our email address at cinespace@cdm.depaul.edu.

**Tungsten Cart**

(1) 5k Fresnel w/ Head Cable  
(2) 2k Fresnel  
(2) 1K Parcan w/ either wide, medium, or spot bulb  
(2) Source 4 Ellipsoidal w/ 19, 26, 36, and 50 degree lenses (two of each)  
(4) 1k Fresnel  
(4) 650w Fresnel  
(4) 300w Fresnel  
(4) 200w Fresnel  
(5) 3 Rise Baby Stand  
(1) 2 Rise Baby Stand  
(1) Low Baby Stand  
(2) 3 Rise Combo Stand  
(1) 2 Rise Combo Stand  
(1) Low Combo Stand  
(1) Runway Stand
**Kino Flo Cart**

(4) 4x4 Fixture  
(2) 4x2 Fixture  
(2) 4x1 Fixture  
(2) 2x4 Fixture  
(2) 2x2 Fixture  
(2) 2x1 Fixture  

All fixtures come with a ballast, head cable, universal backing plate, and 3200K & 5600K fluorescent tubes  
(2) 4Bank Head Cables (extra)  
(1) Celeb 201 LED Fixture

---

**4x4 Flag Cart**

(6) 4x4 Solid Floppy  
(2) 4x4 Double Net  
(2) 4x4 Single Net  
(1) 4x4 Silk  
(7) 4x4 Frame  
(2) 4x4 Ultrabounce  
(1) 4x4 Wood Cuculoris

Various rolls of 48” gel and diffusion are included.
**Super Duz-All Grip Cart**

(7) 40” C-Stand
(2) 40” C-Stand with Removable Base
(4) 24” C-Stand w/ 30” Arm
(6) Full Apple Box
(4) Half Apple Box
(4) Quarter Apple Box
(4) Eighth Apple Box
(10) 1/8” Safety Cable
(4) 6” Baby Base Plate
(4) 3” Baby Base Plate
(4) Junior Wall Plate
(4) Baby Pin w/ Collar
(4) Junior to Baby Stand Adapter
(2) 6” C-Clamp w/ 2 Baby Pins
(2) 6” C-Clamp w/ 2 Junior Receivers
(4) Center Jaw Cardellini
(4) End Jaw Cardellini
(2) Mafer Clamp
(2) Chain Vise Grip
(2) Chain Vise Grip w/ 2 Baby Pins
(4) Beadboard Clamp
(2) Foam Core Backing Plate
(2) Baby Pipe Clamp
(2) Junior Pipe Clamp
(2) Ratchet Strap
(1) 4’ Level w/ Case
(1) Half Crate of Wedges
(1) Half Crate of Cribbing
(4) 18x24 Solid
(2) 18x24 Double Net
(2) 18x24 Single Net
(3) 18x24 Frame
(6) 2x3 Solid
(4) 2x3 Double Net
(4) 2x3 Single Net
(4) 2x3 Frame
(1) 2x3 Silk
(1) 2x3 Wood Cuculoris
(1) 2x3 Celo Cuculoris
(2) 18x48 Solid
(2) 2x6 Solid

Various: Rope, Tape, Spring Clamps, Black Wrap, Duvetyne.
C-Stand Utility Cart

(12) 40” C-Stand
(2) 24” C-Stand
(2) 3 Rise Hi Walker Stand
(4) 20” C-Arm
(4) Small C-Head
(4) Lage Gobo Head
(2) Grid Clamp w/ Ear
(1) Grid Clamp w/ Baby Pin
(1) Grid Clamp w/ Junior Receiver
(2) Speed Rail Frame Ear
(1) Speed Rail Coupler
(1) Extending Baby Offset Arm
(1) Extending Junior Offset Arm

Drill Set including:
  - Drill
  - Impact Driver
  - Flashlight
  - Drill Bit Set
  - Various sized screws & washers
  - Grip Chain
  - Staple Gun

Additional Gear not on Carts

(50) Shot Bags of varying sizes
(4) Combo 3 Rise Stand
(2) Low Combo Stand
(4) 3 Rise Baby Stand
(2) 2 Rise Baby Stand
(2) Low Baby Stand
(20) 25’ 15A Stinger
(15) 50’ 15A Stinger

-A pre-laid electrical distribution package consisting of a 5 Wire Cam Lock Banded run from two 1200 Amp Panels (on Stage 21, one panel each on Stages 22 and 23) to a 600 Amp Distro Boxes with 100 Amp Lunch Boxes run to various spots around the sets. There is also a fully loaded distribution cart to handle all additional power needs.
-25’x18” Tri Trusses suspended over each set (truss count varies by stage & set)
-LED Spacelights suspended above each set (Stage 21 and 22 only)
-Kino Flo Image 80s (Stage 23 and over Green Screen stage area on Stage 21)
-Stage 22 has a translight backing that is backlit/frontlit by LED and controlled by an ETC Nomad dimming system.
-Various sized ladders (including 4-step, 6-step, 8-step, 10-step, 12-step)
(4) 6’ Folding Table